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15.04.08 
Stop breathing 

 
 Stop breathing. Finally stop. For god’s sake. Your (way of) breathing is (part of) your 
Ego. It is a manifestation of it and the consolidation and reinforcement of it. See finally how it 
works. If and when(ever) you don’t want to Feel, to Feel what is happening at the moment, to 
Feel whatever (situation) is offered to you, you start breathing – breathing by yourself, I 
mean. You’re controlling this way, by means of breath. If you, Beyond yourself, Want to be 
Present, Beyond Ego therefore, no longer controlling (your) life therefore, stop breathing (as 
you). Be breathed. 
 Being in this cramped, contracted, unconscious, karma-loaded world, you cannot 
breathe ‘normally’, as considered normal. Being here, again and again you have associated 
and you still associate with cramp, with Pain not Consciously Felt, which, naturally, changes 
your breathing (pattern). The breath stops, is hanging. So you, in Truth, not not-Feeling – 
unlike most people – wait. You just wait till breath comes by itself after a while, maybe after 
some seconds, maybe a minute. You just Follow, you don’t intervene. You don’t copy the 
Ego of people, of the world, in Unconsciousness. You, as (Your) Truth, Are a Counter-Egoic 
Force. Relaxing in (or: not-reacting to) the breath-choking cramp of the world is the strange 
but Loving and seemingly anti-natural but Ultimately Natural Thing to Do (or Allow) for you. 
 You simply stop – Stop being an unconscious part and slave of the whole Ego-drama 
on earth. Not because you would be ‘better’ in any way – life is not and was never about this 
trick and Lie of Ego, about ‘better’ and ‘worse’, good and bad, right and wrong – but because 
you’re Fed Up. Fed Up ‘having to’ live any longer as (slave of the) Lie. It doesn’t feel 
Appropriate, Natural, any more. You never liked the Lie, in Fact. You had to live in it, but 
could never truly surrender, subordinate yourself to it. It was always for the time being. Under 
protest. 
 It seems only a little protest, not to breathe any more as and like Lie, not to join the 
unconscious breathing of Ego any more. But it is not that little. A huge Force is released, if 
you start to Allow Breath Consciously. Every Breath is Divine, if you have patience, to Wait, 
to only Breathe when It Comes by Itself. Via (Divine) Breath Consciousness (Totally) 
Transcends you, ‘even’ your Body. Your Body will change, if you stop breathing by yourself. 
By this Purification Process it will finally regain or evolve into its Natural shape, skin, 
mobility, radiation, look of the eyes. 
 If you stop breathing, many times your Body will start moving by itself, to be able to 
Feel, after all, the ‘forgotten’ cramp or Pain (or the new one that it associates with in the 
moment), to give it finally a (conscious) form on earth, so it can finally melt. The Body Wants 
to Free itself all the time by uncramping, moving, getting rid of ‘something nasty’ inside that 
it has associated with somehow and whenever that happened. Like a worm it starts to crawl, 
move, take on spontaneous yogic postures or mudras (specific positions of hands and fingers) 
and it squeezes out the cramp, the old air, old breath. 
 There’s nothing you want – not even breathing. (In Truth) everything Comes by Itself. 
Your wanting is not necessary to be able to live, it prevents you from (Wholly) Living in Fact. 
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If you Allow Breath, Divine Breath, to Take Over, if you just Follow Breath, being Conscious 
of every natural breath in and out which isn’t at all the same as saying that the breath would 
go smoothly, freely, regularly – then you are gone, (all) your wanting is gone (therefore). 
Your wanting appears to have always existed as Lie, as Illusion. 
 This all doesn’t mean that it was preventable to breathe as (part of the) Lie. Coming 
on this earth, you by nature, by itself, start to resonate with whatever is going on here, 
including the Lie. But in turn, this doesn’t mean that, Growing Up, Becoming Conscious, 
you’re doomed to be a slave of this forever. You cannot escape the Lie, you’re here, but 
you’re not a slave of it any more if you’re Allowing Becoming Conscious, if you Stop 
reacting automatically to – and are therefore unconsciously copying – the Lie of not-Feeling, 
if you always take Space before (re)acting, Space in and as Which You are Breathed, by 
Truth. 
 Breath Itself may (indeed) always be Divine, but this is only Truly Seen and Lived if it 
is Allowed Consciously, Selflessly, and not if it is unconsciously done by yourself (when it 
doesn’t seem to come naturally), nor if it is done consciously by yourself. Not breathing is the 
end of ‘your’ Ego. Only by Saying (Whole-Bodily) No to the Lie, you can finally Say Yes to 
it, that is: Accept the Lie that Ego is (as Indispensable part of Reality). The Fight with and as 
Ego is Over if you Allow (and even Become) the Fight Consciously, if you just ‘sit’ in it, by 
not cooperating, not collaborating with Ego any more, while not judging it either, by not 
breathing unconsciously any more nor consciously manipulating breath in order to feel better 
or become (more) conscious, by Living Consciously as Body Breathed by Truth, by the 
Whole, instead of dragging ‘the body-thing’ that is not Embedded in and Enlivened by 
Consciousness with you, after you(r mind). 
 The thing is not to breathe normally or regularly or deep(er) or with the belly or 
wholistically, with the whole body. The thing (in Truth) is to not breathe. To Wait. 
 If you Allow being seemingly almost choked from not breathing, if you manage to 
still not react, still not take over (which would happen by breathing yourself again), you 
become quiet, peaceful, paradoxically. 
 Breath is no form. It is the Formless Breathing, Living the form – human form for 
instance. If you breathe, breath becomes a form. It seems to be a form, as you learned things 
about lungs, diaphragm, oxygen, the cells absorbing the oxygen and so on. But in fact you and 
science don’t know why You Are Breathed. You don’t understand Life. Science, handicapped 
as it is, can only look at the parts, but not, even not when it connects the dots, Understand the 
Breath of Life Itself. You as yourself, in turn, can only ‘stop’, obstruct, squeeze ‘Life’ out, by 
breathing yourself – ‘Life’ that is this vast dangerous Deep Sea. Breath is Duality as Life, 
and, Simultaneously and Beyond It, is the One Formless Breathing, Living, Expanding and 
Contracting, relaxing and tensing. 
 You need a long breath to not breathe, to Become the Universe (as Consciousness). 
Truth Awaits you, anyway, Truth is Patience. 
 Stopping breathing – but Following the Divine Breath instead – is the Maha-‘Practice’ 
beyond all breathing practices and practice in general.  
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Post Scriptum 2-7-2021. What is described here in this Hearticle holds true for a situation in 
which nature still rules and humans aren’t controlling the natural environment. However, 
nowadays, breathing is obstructed not only by the ‘good old’ human karma, but also now by 
electromagnetic technical devices at home, in the street, at work, in space, that constantly 
radiate unnatural frequencies strange to the human organism as it has developed throughout 
history. This complicates the natural way of breathing. All the more a challenge to find out if 
you nonetheless manage not to breathe by yourself, but can let it come from the Beyond, the 
Realm Beyond this world of Form. 
 Given the current unnatural circumstances, I am certainly not against conscious breathing in 
whatever way, ways that have gained popularity again lately and in themselves don’t bypass 
nor thoroughly challenge the Ego-Force but that at least allow your body to gain more 
energy and oxygen, if the cells would allow a bit of this extra oxygen to enter them – for this 
is the difficulty: electromagnetic radiation prevents the cells from absorbing enough oxygen. 
Despite the current EMF handicap, it is still extremely worthwhile to learn how this works: 
‘non-breathing’, and what this does to you and your ego. 


